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CITY REPAIR

Our Vision
Th e City Repair Project fosters thriving, inclusive and sustainable communities through the creative reclamation of 
public space. City Repair is an organized group action that educates and inspires communities and individuals to 
creatively transform the places where they live. City Repair facilitates artistic and ecologically-oriented placemaking 
through projects that honor the interconnection of human communities and the natural world. Th e many projects of 
City Repair have been accomplished by a mostly volunteer staff  and thousands of volunteer citizen activists.

City Repair began in Portland, Oregon with the idea that localization - of culture, of economy, of decision-making 
- is a necessary foundation of sustainability. By reclaiming urban spaces to create community-oriented places, we 
plant the seeds for greater neighborhood communication, empower our communities and nurture our local culture. 
Th roughout the year we educate the community with workshops on all forms of sustainability. As an almost entirely 
volunteer-driven nonprofi t organization, we rely solely on the support of our community. Please consider donating to 
help ensure our vision becomes a reality.

Our Approach
Public Art in our neighborhoods can also create a strong sense of place, whether it is a mural, a sculpture, temporary 
art such as chalk drawings or functional art pieces like benches or lampposts. Public art presents an opportunity for a 
neighborhood to tell its history, express local culture and have a fun project for anyone to get involved.

Permaculture is the conscious design of sustainable human settlements. It is also about being local: shepherding the 
resources that enter a place; keeping them cycling within the “system,” be it backyard, neighborhood, or bioregion; and 
creating benefi cial connections between each part. Community and a sense of place can only be created by the people 
who dwell together and who have a real stake in creating a home.

Our goals
Community & Connection: For most in the United States, “community” is hard to fi nd because we are told we need to 
purchase the foundations of our lives, instead of meeting our needs through personal relationships. It is hard to build 
community when the sense is what we need is lots of money and we shouldn’t need each other. Yet, we desperately do 
need each other, not only for our own emotional and spiritual well-being, but also to heal with the Earth. When we 
use the word “community” we are referring to our connection to each other and to the land.

Collaboration: You will see a wide representation of community needs being creatively responded to in the following 
pages. Our work is always collaboratively imagined, designed, built, and maintained by the communities themselves. 
City Repair is a facilitator and process designer for community members to express their ingenuity and creativity. 

Transformation: Most importantly, it will always be pretty magical. And fun! Placemaking, village building and 
ultimately repairing the city all transform inner and outer worlds. When we come together, we share experiences with 
each other and change the world by being ourselves, honest to our story, excited by what we have to off er, and weaving 
together these sacred moments in this sacred place we call home.

4Wch�DR_MWa�Ba^XRPc 4`^^f_Zej�5VgV]`a^V_e��AVc^RTf]efcV�R_U�FcSR_�5VdZX_
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VILLAGE BUILDING CONVERGENCE

Th e Village is back! Welcome to the 16th Annual Village Building Convergence! Th is year’s theme 
is “Weaving Together: What Will It Take?” 
Th is year, our daytime hands-on activities showcase 34 sites of hands-on community action all over the city! 

In the evenings at our Central Venue or “Hearth”, we are off ering a diversity of concurrent workshops and off erings so 
that everyone has a full spectrum of great choices.  

We will share skills and fi nd resiliency through our village. Join us over the ten days and nights of the VBC. We are 
excited to transform our spaces into community places!

“Placemaking” is the foundational activity of the Village Building Convergence. It is how we rebuild the village in us all.

What is Placemaking? It is a multi-layered process within which citizens foster active, engaged relationships to their 
locales to create a sense of communal stewardship and lived connection. Th is is most oft en accomplished through the 
creative reclamation of public space: projects which take the form of benches on street corners where neighbors can sit, 
rest and talk with each other, kiosks on sidewalks where neighbors can post information about local events, needs and 
resources and street paintings in the public right-of-way that demonstrate to all who pass through that this is a Place: 
inhabited, known and loved by its residents. In all instances, these projects are undertaken by local communities who 
come together to discuss what it is they want in their neighborhood and how the community can work together with the 
resources they have to meet their shared goals. Placemaking is the foundational process underlying a regenerative culture.

VBC Placemaking Sites: Th e Seasonal Cycle of our VBC Placemaking Program guides willing villagers through a 
journey . We like to think that we train people to become a culture-makers. In late fall, leaders from each of these 
“placemaking sites” respond to our call via the VBC 16 Placemaking RFP/Application. Th is rhythm aligns with the 
seasonal cycle in which fall beckons us to return home for personal solitude and enrichment, for creative and deep 
conversations with our neighbors and planning for the next harvest. Our request for proposal is intended to start 
the conversations about what’s working and what’s not and our dreams for the future.  Since February over 30 VBC 
Placemakers have been activating their communities and attending our Placemaking Workshop series, gathering skills 
for the collaborative visioning and manifesting of their place-based projects.

We have three main kinds of placemaking project types-natural building, intersection repair and ecological landscapes.

Intersection Repair: Innovated by residents in the Sellwood neighborhood of Portland back in 1996, intersection Repair 
involves rebirthing the piazza, or central gathering place using street paintings and other community installations like 
benches, kiosks, poetry posts, etc around a street intersection. 

Natural Building: Th e essence of building with earthen materials lies in its inherent emphasis on environmental 
preservation and social sustainability. Natural building is a method of construction based in using minimally processed, 
natural materials that are available locally. Th e techniques for most natural building methods refl ect the materials 
themselves in that they are simple and low-tech.

Ecological Landscaping: Whether in a private yard or in parking strips, we are excited to design ecologically diverse 
landscapes that provide food and habitat for humans and other creatures. 
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WHAT'S NEW AT THE VBC THIS YEAR?

Hearth Evening Programming
This year the Programming Team & the City Repair leadership have given the VBC Hearth Evening Events a complete 
redesign and upgrade!  After much research and reflection on what works best in community gatherings of many types, 
we chose to move forward maintaining our incredible educational components along with a diverse and engaging 
lineup of inspiring speakers, interactivities, top-notch musicians and spellbinding performances to embody our dreams 
for a thriving community! Our theme of “Weaving together: What will it take?” explores the building bridges while 
addressing some of the current issues of urban sustainability that the rapidly developing Portland community faces. 
The Village Hearth is intended to invite our community to expand to our full potential in heart-warming connection, 
exploring solutions and celebrating our journey together. Thank you for weaving together with us. 

Venues for Evening Events
We’re super excited for our venues this year. Our first night, June 3rd, will be at the beautiful and historic Star Theater, 
which has a great outdoor space, complete with fire pits for us to gather around. Our second night, June 4th, will 
be at the legendary Crystal Ballroom, one of Portland’s premier venues, with a capacity of 1500. We’re excited to be 
designing the stage there to show some examples of placemaking in action. 

For the majority of VBC, from June 7th - June 12th, our main venue, which we call Hearth, will be at The Refuge, great 
multi-use space, with rooms for music and workshops, a fantastic sound system and an outdoor area. We’ll be doing 
our placemaking magic at this space. 

Kitchen
We were without a venue… we searched… we found Refuge!... It only had a small kitchenette. What about making 
dinner?? We got creative, we became inquisitive, we knew we would solve this conundrum… and we did. We compiled 
and licensed an outdoor kitchen, chiefly because we wanted food prepared onsite to be the freshest possible and 
cooking volunteers to have serious fun. The setup calls upon our love of camping, of farmers markets, of summer 
cultural festivals. In the village phenomenon of stone soup, a local Girl Scout camp brought a large contribution of 
our kitchen equipment and dishes. Seven talented chefs are bringing their enthusiasm for food and community to five 
nights of delicious, healthy, plant-fueled goodness. Thirty local food businesses and farms are donating their delicious 
foods. We are truly blessed with abundance.

Zero Waste Event
This year The Village Building Convergence Hearth evening events will be stepping into the realms of a zero waste 
event… doing it in true City Repair culturally creative style with the professional help of Sarah Bellum.  She will be 
taking any waste beyond the composting and recycling and turning it into community trash art or “Tart”. Come and 
join in the fun with her!

Gallery
We are excited to showcase local artists and photography in the lovely gallery of our main venue! Our gallery theme 
of “Our Place, Our Community, Our City” features art that embodies placemaking and connection of local residents. 
Though the cultural landscape of Portland and other urban hubs continually changes with growth and development, 
these pieces show our stories as interwoven connections as humans and as natural beings. Some pieces are for sale, 
please inquire with the artist directly or with any City Repair representative. Thank you for supporting local artists!   
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Repair Your City: Village Building Design Course
This year, we are especially excited to showcase our diverse team of placemaking specialists and the exemplary 
collaboratively leadership culture we have been co-creating here at City Repair and Village Building Convergence - 
Portland. This course is part of a larger initiative of ours to capture and store the incredible energy we facilitate each 
year through our consulting program. As we move forward into ever-more uncertainty, the opportunities for village 
building will continue to increase. And now, perhaps more than ever before, we are ready to rise to the challenge and 
the Repair Your City Course will whet your appetite for what’s in store. This three-day course will be co-taught by 
City Repair’s main organizers including Mark Lakeman (City Repair co-founder and Creative Director), Marc Tobin 
(Executive Director), Priti Shah (Financial Director), Kirk Rea (Development Director), Matt Bibeau (12-year City 
Repair organizer) and Ridhi D’Cruz (Associate Director).

The Polish Ambassador Permaculture Action Day Collaboration
We had the Polish Ambassador share his great music with us last year. This year, in addition to him performing again, 
we have teamed up with the organization he launched called actiondays.us. See Sunday June 5th’s description for 
details of our day of action co-designed with actiondays.us. Additionally, we’re excited to collaborate with actiondays.
us to bring City Repair place making infused action to their powerful work of instigating hands-on permaculture 
community service projects in the communities that their tour brings them to.

WHAT'S NEW AT THE VBC THIS YEAR?
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 Ayla Nereo
Ayla Nereo‘s voice hits straight to the heart. With an array of loop-pedals by 
her side, she builds layer upon layer of vocal melodies into fierce, sweeping 
harmonies and weaves syncopated threads of guitar, kalimba, piano, and 
percussion into each live performance. Her lucid storytelling and lyrical 
imagery are water for the thirsty soul; words and sounds that crack open 
the heart, and embody the many folds of our own selves.

STAR THEATER - Doors 7:00 p.m. / Show 8:00 p.m. 
13 NW 6th Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97209 • www.startheaterportland.com

 Wildlight
Wildlight is the space between the notes, the earth’s undulating pulse, the modern echoes of ancient rhythms. 
It is a sound that will spark your body into motion and swing your soul into flight. An unlikely pairing of a 
folk songwriter and an electronic music composer has yielded a new sound; music that gracefully traverses 
human emotions, but can also jumpstart a party into a syncopated bounce.

While vocalist Ayla Nereo delicately 
crafts songs that climb and tumble 
through a landscape of crescendos and 
harmonies, seasoned composer David 
Sugalski (aka The Polish Ambassador) 
keeps the beats and bass rooted deep in 
the subatomic layers of the earth.

Sol Nectar
Soul sisters Eva Riversong & Mikaela Schey collaboratively birth songs 
with classical guitar and charango, weaving lush vocals and lyrics that 
sing the new paradigm into grounded ecstasy. Marc Tobin brings the 
heat with electric guitar & synthesizers, adding blues/rock/reggae solos 
that release any resistances to dancing your soul into sweaty bliss. 
Nathan Carver-Smith grounds the 3rd dimension into progression 
with his hand percussion and beat boxing. Michael Dougherty weaves 
the soul into the lower chakras with his skilled bass playing.

Together, we create heart-opening fractal bliss to seduce you back to 
source...

FRIDAY 6/3 - STAR THEATER
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 The Polish Ambassador
The Polish Ambassador (real name David Sugalski) is raising the bar for what it means to be a professionally 
touring musician. Sure, the electronic musician lays claim to producing the sweetest beats this side of the Milky 
Way Galaxy, but the world’s funkiest diplomat is also using his popularity to steer the millennial generation toward 
a nourishing and sustainable way of relating 
with art, community and the planet. From 
birthing the Permaculture Action Movement  
(a movement where the energy of show/festival 
goers is catalyzed into community action), to 
creating a program where nutritious beverage 
options are available at music venues on a routed 
TPA tour, the ambassador is using his clout to 
make real, tangible change, and along the way 
inspiring hundreds of thousands.

Expect to be taken on a masterfully crafted and 
evocative journey mixing old and new into an 
auditory canvas that will spark nostalgia, titilate 
your senses, and make you drop that bottom like 
it was ‘92…3092.

CRYSTAL BALLROOM - Doors 7:00 p.m. / Show 8:00 p.m. 
1332 W Burnside Street, Portland, Oregon 97209 • www.crystalballroompdx.com

SATURDAY 6/4 - CRYSTAL BALLROOM

 saQi
The Portland-based artist saQi is a classically trained composer, producer 
and trumpet player. Drawing his name from the Sufi title for a mystic muse, 
saQi creates eclectic electronica that maintains a balance between organic 
and synthesized sound. His live sets rock the dance floor while maintaining 
a grace and musical depth to engage the listener. The music is never limited 
by genre, tempo or any other stylistic elements. Allegiance to the creative 
flow and its truest expression thereof is saQi’s manifesto.
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 DINNER AT THE HEART
6:00-7:00 p.m. - Fresh Dinner Supported by Local Farmers & Community Donors
...freshly crafted in our onsite kitchen by local chefs Tsarra Berger and Brian Hall (Japanese inspired cuisine). All 
vegetarian with vegan selections. Tonight only, suggested donation $7, but none will be turned away. Join us!

 SPEAKERS, WORKSHOPS & PANELS
7:00-7:45 p.m. (Foyer) - Dr. Angela Carter & Candi Brings Plenty
The Peoples Clinic: Social Health Determinants & Encompassing Community Healing
Social Health Determinants and encompassing whole healing: exploring the interconnected dynamics of mental/
emotional/physical/social/spiritual health contributions, the foundation of the Equi-Institute, holistic care...wrap 
around, encompassing the patient’s mental, emotional, physical, spiritual aspects to find balance...treating the entire 
patient.

7:45-8:30 p.m. (Foyer) - Solsara
Through the practice of Solsara we begin to perceive and release the protective habits, attachments, and limiting beliefs 
that have kept us stuck, separate, lonely, and suffering. As we open, we learn to listen to the subtle voices of our bodies 
and hearts, allowing them to inform our thinking and actions. 

7:00-8:30 p.m. (Lounge) - Inspire Fire Talks on Permaculture Solutions
Tao Orion: Ecosystem Restoration
Peter McCoy: Radical Mycology
Melanie Rios: The Evolution of Collaboration 

MAIN STAGE 7:00-8:30 p.m.
7:00-8:30 p.m. - Fish Bowl Discussion - Weaving Together: What Will It Take?
What will it take for us to weave together as community, across identities, ideologies, and the many ways we have 
been divided against each other, and within ourselves? The “ism schism” of racism, sexism, classism are intended to 
separate. Perhaps then the greatest medicine for our ailing way of life is to weave together.  But how do we do that and 
honor the journeys we have traveled, the history etched into our bones, and the uniqueness that makes us who we 
are?  How do we weave together to overcome and transform the systemic oppression that must end?  To explore these 
questions more deeply, we will be hosting a roundtable discussion with Ridhi D’Cruz of City Repair, Edward B. Hill of 
Groundwork Portland, Sobey Wing of Bloom Network and facilitated by Amanda Rain of Speaking the Unspeakable.

TUESDAY 6/7 - REFUGE PDX 116 SE YAMHILL ST. 97217

and facilitated by Amanda Rain of Speaking the Unspeakable.
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 MUSIC & PERFORMANCES For links & music visit villagebuildingconvergence.com

8:30 p.m.-Midnight - Village Soiree Showcase 
We are pleased to announce a beautiful night of music in collaboration with the Songwriter Soiree, a unique monthly 
local music gathering. It’s a place for songwriters to share their music with others in an open-mic style setting, within 
a lovely home in North Portland. Anyone and everyone is welcome and encouraged to share a song - be they budding 
writers or seasons performers… This event has grown into an extremely popular forum for inspiration and connection, 
and we are excited to have a curated evening of inspiring performances! 
  Robin Jackson Band - Cinematic Gypsy  tinged indie folk pop. www.robinjackson.net
  Moora Masa - Soulful RnB inspired songstress. www.mooreamasa.com
  Shovelman - Junkyard Beatnik electro grooves. www.shovelman.com
  Elisabeth Pixley Fink and Gordon Keepers - elisabethpixleyfink.bandcamp.com and www.gordonkeepers.com
  Jermaine Malone - Heartfelt soul singer.

Robin Jackson Band
Robin Jackson has told fantastic cabaret tales with Vagabond Opera and blasted out the jams with The March Fourth 
Marching Band and The Everyone Orchestra when not giving up the funk, teaching voice workshops, or belting out 
epic arrangements of rock favorites in a myriad of other projects and obsessions. With a degree in ethnomusicology 
and an unflagging musical curiosity, Jackson has lived and busked around the world, from an intentional beach 
community in New Zealand to the streets of Europe. He is a master of a myriad of instruments, from saxophone to 
mbira and played with everyone from Gogol Bordello to Amanda Palmer to The Decembrists.

TUESDAY 6/7 - REFUGE PDX 116 SE YAMHILL ST. 97217

DAVESKILLERBREAD.COM
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 DINNER AT THE HEARTH
6:00-7:00 p.m. - Fresh Dinner Supported by Local Farmers & Community Donors
...freshly crafted in our onsite kitchen by local chef Juan Avila (Spanish inspired cuisine). All vegetarian with vegan 
selections. $7 per person. Join us!

 SPEAKERS, WORKSHOPS & PANELS
7:00-8:20 p.m. (Foyer) - Puppet Revolution!
Spoon Theater’s 4th performance for the VBC will reveal itself on this year’s 2016 stage. Combining song, shadows 
and various paper and paint beings, a story will be told, of our depths, our mystery and our magic. It is for children 
and also importantly for the adults who are also children. Bring your willingness for whimsy and your own curiosity 
for life on this planet called Earth. Performed by Frances Sarah Michaelson.
PuppetPLEX is a collective that supports S.F. Bay Area artists who work in puppetry, props, costumes, masks, 
animation, video and musical theatre with a focus on educational entertainment

7:00-8:30 p.m. (Lounge) - Radical Gratitude with Barbara Ford
Radical gratitude offers a new frame for the role of personal and collective appreciation, thankfulness, and resilience in 
this time of climate chaos, injustice, and corporate rule. It is not a band-aid to cover over the injustice of the world, but 
a form of witness, resistance, and solidarity in the face of consumer culture and separation. In large and small group 
sharing, song, contemplative practices, and collective creativity, we will explore seven qualities of gratitude that can 
inform and support our capacity for connection and gladness, even in painful circumstances.

MAIN STAGE 7:00-8:30 p.m.
7:00-8:30 p.m. - Fish Bowl Discussion 
Weaving Together: Confronting Oppression & Reclaiming Place
How do we belong in a place? What are the barriers that we are confronted with in owning a place? What does it feel 
like to not belong and how can we create a city where we all belong? When we discuss creating a thriving, livable, and 
connected city, we must look at the ways in which people are left out of this dream, whether it be in the form of racism, 
job insecurity, discrimination, rent increases, or simply living in a city in which you feel unwelcome. In this discussion 
we will create a space to share the ways in which different communities are prevented from belonging to this city. We 
hope that this conversation will lead into a discussion about the ways people are organizing together to create - or 
demand - a place in Portland. Speakers: Alyssa Pagan of Don’t Shoot PDX, Ibrahim Mubarak from Right 2 Dream too, 
Candace Kita of APANO, Lamarra Haynes from Black Lives Matter. Facilitated by Ridhi D’Cruz.

WEDNESDAY 6/8 - REFUGE PDX 116 SE YAMHILL ST. 97217
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 MUSIC & PERFORMANCES For links & music visit villagebuildingconvergence.com

8:30-9:00 p.m. - All Abilities Dance!
All abilities, all expressions, all forms, all beings! Gather and dance.

8:30 p.m.-Midnight - Music
As we continue into the evening’s celebration, we will start off with the uplifting, melodious grooves of Cosmic Rose 

and their dance-heavy, Reggae-influenced, acoustic groove 
and space-funk!

After a special spoken word offering by Warren Hooley, 
we’ll pick up the energy even more with POPgoji is a mash 
up of American pop/soul and infectious Brazilian beats. We’ll 
continue the party with local Y.G.B. this community of 
Lovers, Creators, Change Makers, will get your body moving 
with a party that will heal your soul and have you feeling 
yourself all at the same time.

WEDNESDAY 6/8 - REFUGE PDX 116 SE YAMHILL ST. 97217
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 DINNER AT THE HEARTH
6:00-7:00 p.m. - Fresh Dinner Supported by Local Farmers & Community Donors
...freshly crafted in our onsite kitchen by local chefs Nick Daly and Russel Bohr (American themed cuisine). All 
vegetarian with vegan selections. $7 per person. Join us!

 SPEAKERS, WORKSHOPS & PANELS
7:00-8:30 p.m. (Foyer) - LGBTQ Alliance Talking Circle
A safe space to be with accomplices and allies to share topics that pertain to your community in an open-discussion 
facilitated by Candi Brings Plenty and Angela Carter of the Equi Institute & Q Center. 

7:00-8:30 p.m. (Lounge) - Decolonizing Consciousness: Sobey Wing
Bringing cross-cultural awareness to place making, social permaculture, and centering marginalized/displaced peoples. 
An examination of making more inclusive spaces that celebrate diversity while reducing systemic power structures. 

MAIN STAGE 7:00-8:30 p.m.
7:00-7:10 p.m. - Matt Bibeau
Matt Bibeau is an educator, organizer and speaker who presents on topics within the fields of permaculture, nature-
based learning, and civic engagement.

7:10-7:50 p.m. - Pandora Thomas
Pandora will lead an interactive and engaging session sharing inspiring stories, tools and techniques for applying 
permaculture principles and weaving social and ecological justice for a world that works for all!

7:50-8:30 p.m. - Jon Young
Through master storytelling, song and experiential learning, Jon Young will  awaken nature’s healing connection 
within individuals and entire communities.

8:30-9:00 p.m. - Ta’Kaiya Blaney 
Through storytelling and songs, Ta’Kaiya will touch on the struggles of Indigenous communities to combat perpetuating 
destructive cycles of substance abuse, parental disconnect and suicide that are all consequences of colonization. At the 
young age of 14, her voice will inspire and move you to care for Mother Earth.

THURSDAY 6/9 - REFUGE PDX 116 SE YAMHILL ST. 97217

Unsettling Consciousness w/ Full Moon Medicine
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THURSDAY 6/9 - REFUGE PDX 116 SE YAMHILL ST. 97217

 MUSIC & PERFORMANCES For links & music visit villagebuildingconvergence.com

9:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m. - Music
We will start out the evening with a stimulating and thought provoking performance by Rejoice: Diaspora 
Dance Theater, and then have a partner dance lesson by Wren and Antje of Nomad Dance and Nectar 
Fusion. Our music for the night will feature unique fusion sounds from Cheraki, Subaqueous and their 
inspiring new collaborative project that is Silk Drop. Lastly, Yaima’s ethereal beats will put us into a trance 
into the late night.

www.organicgrown.com

Purveyor of the Finest
Organically Grown

Fruits and Vegetables

Promoting Health through Organic Agriculture as a Leading Sustainable Organization
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 DINNER AT THE HEARTH
6:00-7:00 p.m. - Fresh Dinner Supported by Local Farmers & Community Donors
...freshly crafted in our onsite kitchen by local chef Deepak Saxena (Indian inspired cuisine). All vegetarian with vegan 
selections. $7 per person. Join us!

 SPEAKERS, WORKSHOPS & PANELS
7:00-8:30 p.m. (Foyer) - Compassionate Communication: Upgeya Pew
In this Introduction to Compassionate Communication, we will explore positive ways of relating through the 
methodology and lens of NVC, revealing the downside cultural conditioning that has us practicing disconnection and 
victimization at the expense of our aliveness, vitality, and joy.

7:00-8:30 p.m. (Lounge) - Indigenous Race Relations: Pulkeneexks & Warren Hooley
“Indigenous Right Relations” In this workshop you are provided with the information, tools and resources needed 
to develop a greater awareness about cultural sensitivities related to Indigenous culture. This workshop is interactive 
and experiential. Calling upon our own personal experiences, we utilize storytelling to create a deeper and heart felt 
understanding of the Indigenous story. Our extensive background and combined knowledge of facilitation as well as 
cross-cultural understanding makes for a very integrative and impactful workshop.

MAIN STAGE 7:00-9:00 p.m.
7:00-8:20 p.m. - Origins of Tiny Homes Movement & The Village Lives: Mark Lakeman
In this keynote, Mark Lakeman will cover the history of Portland’s urbanization and the activist culture that eventually 
created The City Repair Project. The rapidly changing housing market has created a loss of shelter and access however 
lead innovative solutions spearheaded by architects, designers, and even some urban developers can paint a more 
promising future for Portland.

8:20-9:00 p.m. - Kaleidescope Yoga - Ayomide
Kaleidoscope yoga is the art of yoga for groups! This practice is a distillation of the wisdom of the roots and postures 
of yoga, choreographed into a hand-holding,body-bending, heart-connecting community format that everyone can 
enjoy. Participants flow though sacred geometrical shapes, patterns, and mandalas together. All ages, all levels. 

Organic
Dairy-Free
Soy-Free

Gluten-Free

Introducing two 
new flavors! 

Chocolate 
Chip 

Cookie
Cinnamon 
Chocolate 

Fusion

Creamy Coconut Milk in Its Most Divine Form 
®

FRIDAY 6/10 - REFUGE PDX 116 SE YAMHILL ST. 97217
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 MUSIC & PERFORMANCES For links & music visit villagebuildingconvergence.com

9:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m. - Music
We’re extremely honored to welcome the Earth Guardians who are coming from Colorado to join us this year! 
Xiuhtezcatl, 16, and Itzcuauhtli, 13, are eco hip-hop artists and activists and the fresh faces for the eco-warrior 
movement. Long time VBC family Sara Tone will help us hold space throughout the night. Mic Crenshaw and 
DJ Klavical will carry on with solid locally rooted, 
globally inspired hip-hop. Jujuba delivers a funky, 
danceable style of Nigerian Afrobeat and Juju music. DJ 
Anjali and The Incredible Kid are most known 
for incinerating dance floors with the heavy dance floor 
artillery of South Asia, but the duo scour the globe 
for any hard-hitting music that combines local music 
traditions with window-rattling production. We’ll close 
out the night with the heartfelt melodies of East Forest, 
a night not to be missed.

FRIDAY 6/10 - REFUGE PDX 116 SE YAMHILL ST. 97217

LEARN MORE: equalexchange.coop

FOOD & FARMER

Justice
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 DINNER AT THE HEARTH
6:00-7:00 p.m. - Fresh Dinner Supported by Local Farmers & Community Donors
...freshly crafted in our onsite kitchen by local chef Fatou Ouattara (West African inspired cuisine). All vegetarian 
with vegan selections. $7 per person. Join us!

 SPEAKERS, WORKSHOPS & PANELS

7:00-7:45 p.m. (Foyer) - Satellite VBC: Seeding the Movement
Nodes of the movement, VBC movements across the world come together to chat, share stories, challenges, success, 
and strategies. 
We are excited to invite traveling residents to gather and swap ideas with local leaders of starting regional VBC’s in 
other cities! Meet placemakers from British Columbia, the Midwest, California, and many other areas! 

7:00-8:30 p.m. (Lounge) - Amanda Rain: Building Bridges of Connection
There are so many ways in which we are categorized, defined, labeled and stereotyped. All of these classifications 
have the potential to unify or segregate. They often demark our understanding of our world and who we are within it, 
whether we align with them or rebel. Regardless of where we might land on the political spectrum, our gender (non-)
identity, our social ranking, the ideals we hold or the stances we take, we all draw these invisibles lines that allow some 
people in and keep others out. In this workshop, we will play with our edges, the boundaries of our identity, and learn 
strategies and tools for building bridges. We will uproot limiting beliefs from the gardens of our lives and open new 
pathways for connection, planting seeds of compassion, empathy and understanding.

MAIN STAGE 7:00-8:30 p.m.
Sustaining Portland - The Future of the Commons
Portland is a dynamic growing city that is confronted with numerous social sustainability issues. These presentations 
will cover future innovations in transportation, housing availability, and restoring the public commons. Presentations 
by Greg Raisman, from the Portland Bureau of Transportation, Vahid Brown from the Village Coalition, and core 
members of The City Repair Project  

Generation RYSE: Rising Youth for a Sustainable Earth 
Youth from around the world know that climate change is the defining issue of our time, and our generation will be the 
most affected. Many of us feel despair when it comes to dealing with climate change because we don’t know where to 
start. In this workshop we will share the story of RYSE and earth Guardians. We are ready to contribute to the solution, 
our youth council is building  the tools, confidence and momentum to get started. Hear from Aji Piper, Xiuhtezcatl 
Martinez and Daniel Jubelirer about youth leadership and stories of hope amidst climate disruption. There will be 
singing, too! 

Ta’kaiya Blaney
Ta’kaiya Blaney takes the stage to continue her story of indigenous youth activism 
and the right for the next generation to not be robbed of the resources and gifts 
of this Earth. 

SATURDAY 6/11 - REFUGE PDX 116 SE YAMHILL ST. 97217
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 MUSIC & PERFORMANCES For links & music visit villagebuildingconvergence.com

9:30 p.m.-3:00 a.m. - Music
Peia’s soft and majestic voice will open up our final evening of music, as she ushers us into a new world of expansion 
and connections and into our VBC Closing Ceremony. With great gratitude and excitement, we’ll raise the tempo 
back up heavy bass and electronic beats with Portland’s own Dj Manoj. Modern bass music with retro sounds of 
jazz, blues, disco and funk...Defunk will crank it up! Special live dance performance by I AM HALO. Late night 
celebrations continue with Numatik as we dance our way into a new urban revolution.

SATURDAY 6/11 - REFUGE PDX 116 SE YAMHILL ST. 97217

FIC provides educational tools, materials, and opportunities to  
help you build, connect to, and grow sustainable communities. 

CommuQLWLHV�'LUHFWRU\�Ř�&RPPXQLWLHV�0DJD]LQH�Ř�&RPPXQLW\�%RRNVWRUH
:::�,&�25*�Ř�6833257#,&�25*�Ř�������������
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 Saturday, June 4 - 7:00 p.m. - Leaven Community, 5431 NE 20th Ave. 97211
Darren Doherty: An Evening with the World’s Foremost Permaculture Farm Designer
Darren will take an evening out of a concurrent 10-day training to bring Portland’s VBC audience an overview of 
his miraculous work in landscapes all over the globe. He’ll articulate the Regrarians Platform, an evolution of P.A. 
Yeoman’s Scales of Permanence that is the basis of his workflow and decision-making for all of his projects. He’ll share 
with us how he considers climate, geography, water, access, forestry, buildings, fences, soils, economy and energy. 
Tickets: $20 available at bit.ly/VBC16DarrenDoherty

 Sunday, June 5 - 7:00-10:00 p.m. - SomaSpace - Studio of Movement Arts - 4050 NE Broadway St. 97232

Weaving the Medicine: Cacao, Yoga & Ecstatic Dance Ceremony
Musing on the VBC 16 theme “Weaving Together - What Will It Take?”
A healing journey for awakening ecstatic embodiment and aligning with Earth Sovereignty facilitated by Keala Young 
and Sophia Ocean. We will open and activate the space with a cacao ceremony, working with this medicine to unify 
the heart and the mind in a mudita meditation. From this space we will flow into a grounding yoga ritual with both 
solo and collaborative form, leading naturally into free expression through ecstatic dance. 
For those joining, the cacao ceremony will begin at 7:00 p.m. and the dance will be open to others to join into the juicy 
heart field that we have created at 8:00 p.m. 
Investment:
Cacao Ceremony, Yoga & Dance (7:00-10:00 p.m.): $15-25, Dance only (8:00 p.m. on): $10-20

 Monday, June 6 - 5:30-8:00 p.m. - Social Justice Action Center - 400 SE 12th Ave. 97214

“We Live the Change We Need: The Process of Transformation” - Gerri Ravyn Stanfield & Blacque Butterfly 
Art and creativity have always gone hand and hand with social justice movements. We dare to remember how to create 
empowering stories even as the planet’s temperatures are rising, as the ice is melting. The stages of transformation 
are often uncomfortable. The caterpillar must dissolve and reform in order to grow wings. These are times to speak 
our visionary truths, create change and remember how much we need each other. With our human arts of writing, 
storytelling, poetry and ritual, we design new collective dreams for our culture. 
Please go to 2016vbc.eventbrite.com to purchase tickets! $20 online, $25 at door. 

SPECIAL EVENING EVENTS

“Community has to be the 
future if we are to survive. 

COMMUNITIES plays such a 
critical role in moving this 
bit of necessary culture 

change along.”
—Chuck Durrett, The Cohousing Company,  

McCamant & Durrett Architects

Discover inspiring stories of cooperation,  
as people work together to create a more  

equitable and ecological world. 

www.ic.org/Subscribe

“Community has to be the 
future if we are to survive. 

critical role in moving this 
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 Sunday, June 5 - 10:00 a.m.-5:15 p.m. - Various Locations

VBC Permaculture Action Day with Polish Ambassador & Ayla Nereo
The Polish Ambassador and The City Repair Project are super excited to neighbor up again this year with ActionDays.
us at Portland’s Village Building Convergence 2016, VBC.
  10:00-11:30 a.m.: Jean’s Farm (Please register to get directions)
  1:00-4:30 p.m.: Share-It Square, SE 9th Ave & Sherrett St, Portland, OR 97202
  4:30-5:15 p.m.: SE 8th Ave & Marion, Portland, OR 97202

Event Descriptions
10:00-11:30 a.m. Gardening and Community Rights Workshop with Theatre of the Oppressed activities at an 
urban farm in SE Portland.
For the location of this farm, please complete the free and simple registration at http://meetu.ps/e/BCgH2/1sCJf/d. We 
ask this so the farm hosts know how many people will be coming and make sure to have appropriate accommodations.

1:00-4:30 p.m. Block Repair with various permaculture and natural building projects. Meet at Share-It Square, 
the intersection of SE 9th and Sherrett St., Portland, 97202   (Check out the video of TPA dancing at Share-It Square 
last year: https://youtu.be/mQosMm_foYM)
Activities include:
 *Create a new large-scale community composting facility for a whole block, including a large root crop bed!
 *Sheet mulching, blackberry removal, and new berry garden!
 *Plant a few new fruit trees, including companion plants!
 *Transplant raspberry starts for new homes!

4:30-5:15 p.m. Solsara: Meet at the field at the corner of SE 8th and Marion, 97202. This is just one block from 
Sherrett Square, so for those of us at the above activities we will just walk over at 4:30.
Solsara will be a wonderful way to complete our day! Through the practice of presence, shared mindfulness, and 
honesty, we explore together how to be alive, in the moment and deeply connected with others.

Transportation
All of the afternoon sites near Sherrett Square, including Solsara can be easily walked between. Jean’s farm is about a 
mile from Sherrett Square and is a 15 minute bike ride of 7 minute car ride between the two sites. We are encouraging 
people to bike, rather than drive between the sites, and if they drive to carpool as efficiently as possible.

SPECIAL DAY-TIME ACTIVITIES
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 Saturday, June 11 - 11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. 
Goat Haus - 1905 NE Going St. 
Working with Bamboo in an Urban Environment
Come learn how to use bamboo in an urban homestead and using the tools necessary! This is a hands on activity! 

 Sunday, June 12 - 1:30 p.m. 
Alberta Free Hutch - 1626 NE Alberta St.   
Come tour The Alberta Free Hutch, formerly known as the Community 
Supported Everything Free Store, a community hub that encourages 
sharing and free culture in a rapidly gentrifying environment. Folks from 
around the world have left special gifts, and found treasures in the Alberta 
Free Hutch. While the city is rich with free boxes, the Alberta Free Hutch 
helps folks to bring their belongings to a well organized location with 
high traffic. Additionally, we have one of the best recycling programs on 
the block. We will be showing folks the behind the scenes of Alberta 
Free Hutch operations, and conducting a skillshare workshop known as 
a “Collaboration Market”.

 Sunday, June 12 - 11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Goat Haus - 1905 NE Going St. 
Nixtamal: Homemade Tortillas 
Come join Julian Dominic for an afternoon of homemade griddle cooked fresh tortillas! At this workshop, we’ll learn 
the historic and cultural cuisines of the revered process called nixtamal! Cost: $5. Limit 15 people. Please RSVP at 
julian@witchhazeldesigns.com  

SPECIAL DAY-TIME ACTIVITIES
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Alyssa Pagan
Alyssa Pagan is an organizer that wants everyone reading this to support Don’t Shoot 
Portland; Portland Tenants United; Portland Jobs with Justice; Portland Trans Unity; 
Portland State University Student Union. She is a badass Black Puerto Rican trans 
woman in desperate need of the revolution. 

Amanda Rain
Amanda founded Speaking the Unspeakable® to inspire the courage to meet our 
challenges & empower lives through effective communication. Her voice offers hope 
for the spirit & medicine for the soul. Her unique blend of rhetorical studies, speech 
communication, shamanic studies, activism, political advocacy, debate, and life 
experience weave her communication coaching and interactive workshops into a potent 
experience of personal growth and essential skill sharing.

Dr. Barbara Ford
Barbara has been an activist, therapist, facilitator, singer, and artist with over thirty years 
of experience working with individuals and groups, including faith groups, activists, 
intentional communities, non-profits, and schools. Skilled in working with groups with 
creativity, empathy, and humor, she often incorporates ritual, music, movement, and 
other creative activities to deepen the workshop experience. She has worked closely with 
eco-philosopher Joanna Macy, and offers workshops, classes, and webinars on Active 
Hope, The Work That Reconnects, Radical Gratitude, and other offerings which explore 
the convergence of spirit, creativity, and the engaged life.

Blacque Butterfly
Darlene Solomon-Rogers aka Blacque Butterfly is a spoken word artist, singer, songwriter, 
entertainer and activist. Her love for the arts has allowed her to explore several layers 
of her calling. Her art crosses and closes cultural boundaries as she has shared stages 
with national recording artists from Dead Prez to Peter Yarrow. Her mission is to make 
good music and to elevate her audience to a higher level of consciousness. Butterfly 
mentors troubled youth and single mothers and facilitates a youth based theatre troupe, 
where she allows youth at risk to use the arts as a tool for social justice. She is also a 
member of Up and Over Tour a mentoring team of artists that share their experiences 
and performances to youth via the educational system.

Candi Brings Plenty
Candi Brings Plenty has been a lifelong advocate for justice and has been rooted in 
her identity as a Two-Spirit Oglala Lakota Sioux. Candi works as a Community Health 
Advocate at the Native American Youth & Family Center. In addition, she mentors 
NAYA Early College Academy youth and implemented a Gay Straight Alliance during 
the 2014-2015 school year at the Early College Academy, along with a Two-Spirit Family 
Advocacy Project. Candi is a true leader of the people and has the strength of fierce 
advocacy to last generations to come.

BIOS - PRESENTERS & SPEAKERS
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Candace Kita
Candace Kita is an enthusiastic arts administrator, activist, and organizer committed 
to building powerful connections between art and people. Currently, she serves as 
Advancement Assistant at the Portland Art Museum, co-chair for the Arts & Media 
Project at the Asian Pacific American Network of Oregon, and Equity Committee Chair 
for Portland Emerging Arts Leaders. She specifically focuses on creating pathways for 
individuals of color to access creative opportunities and advance culturally-conscious 
leadership.

Darren J. Doherty
Darren J. Doherty has extensive experience across the world in project design, 
development, management & training. A career-long focus on the profitable & 
regenerative retrofit of broadacre landscapes has seen Darren acclaimed as a pioneer in 
this important & often overlooked field. This wide experience has created an international 
reputation of achievement plus and enviable & expansive network that integrates many 
disciplines. Globally many of Darren’s alumni of well over 15,000 people are at the cutting 
edge of the movement towards regenerative agriculture & living systems. Darren is the 
originator of the Regrarians Platform process which outlines a strategic & logical process 
to the development of regenerative agricultural systems.

Debby Dobson
Deborah is an RN, presently working at Shriners a Hospital for Children. As a nurse and 
proponent of wellness- she also teaches Zumba classes throughout Portland. Zumba is a 
dance fitness program that celebrates international rhythms and encourages movement 
for everyone!! In All Abilities Dance! we will celebrate the diversity of all our bodies, and 
all our abilities in gathering together in fun and accessible movement. 

Edward Hill 
Edward’s focus on community development through the intersection of public lands 
policy, food security, environmental justice, and sustainable and equitable planning/
design innovation led him to Portland Oregon in 2013, where he worked for the Portland 
Bureau of Transportation on comprehensive plan updates, neighborhood street projects, 
and public engagement, as well as consulting work for Cogan Owens Greene, LLC and 
the Portland African-American Leadership Forum. He serves as the Executive Director 
of Groundworks Portland. He is originally from Chicago, IL and has resided in the 
Cascade region since 1998. Hill identifies proudly as Oneida, Mississippi Choctaw, and 
African-American. 

Gerri Ravyn Stanfield
Gerri Ravyn Stanfield is a healer of body, mind and spirit; an inventive author and 
international educator; dedicated to liberating the sacred leadership abilities and super 
powers within each of us. They use their background in the realms of social justice, 
Taoist, Chinese and other traditional medicines, Jungian psychology, environmental 
activism, earth based spirituality, creative writing and theatre arts to coax more of the 
extraordinary into the world through the cracks in Western civilization. They facilitate 
retreats, workshops and intensives all over the globe with their own unique curriculum 
that blends healing techniques, mythology, expressive arts, social activism, musical 
improvisation, conflict resolution and intuitive leadership skills.

BIOS - PRESENTERS & SPEAKERS
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Greg Raisman 
Greg’s work at the Portland Bureau of Transportation aims to create safe and livable 
streets that provide independence for all ages and abilities, strengthen business, and 
engage people with each other and their city. He has been liaison for City Repair and has 
been involved with more than 40 street paintings.

Ibrahim Mubarak
Ibrahim B. Mubarak is a renowned champion for houseless rights. In 2009, Ibrahim 
founded Right 2 Survive, a group of houseless and formerly houseless people to teach 
and educate about unjust laws established which criminalize houseless communities for 
exercising their civil, constitutional and human rights. He co-founded Dignity Village in 
the late 1990s, and in 2010 he and other members of Right 2 Survive created a rest area 
called Right 2 Dream Too. Mubarak is currently Executive Director of Right 2 Survive, 
co-chair on Jobs With Justice, chairperson of Western Regional Advocacy Project and 
chairperson of Right 2 Dream Too. He is currently engaged in the Houseless Bill of 
Rights Campaign in states across the west. 

Jon Young
Jon Young is the author of What the Robin Knows–How Birds Reveal the Secrets of the 
Natural World, The Kamana Naturalist Training Program, Animal Tracking Basics and 
Coyote’s Guide To Connecting with Nature. Jon’s story begins while hunting snapping 
turtles in the suburbs of New Jersey as a boy. Following his curiosity where few would 
dare, he discovered a map to our ancient biology that unlocks deep nature connection. 
He has, in short, blazed a trail into the heart of what it means to be human. Richard Louv, 
author of Last Child in the Woods, calls Jon’s work “good medicine for nature-deficit 
disorder”. Through master storytelling, song and experiential learning, Jon awakens 
nature’s healing connection within individuals and entire communities.

Lamarra Haynes 
Lamarra Haynes immigrated to Portland at the age of seven from Kingston, Jamaica. 
She is a community organizer, who has primarily organized around BlackLivesMatters 
and an  intersectional feminist. She has been spending the past few months reading 
and writing in order to sharpen her political analysis and to better understand how the 
inequities found in society at large have impacted herself and others in her personal life.

Matt Bibeau
Matt Bibeau is an educator, organizer and speaker who presents on topics within the fields 
of permaculture, nature-based learning, and civic engagement. Matt is the organizer 
of the PDX Permaculture Meet-up, a co-founder and director with the Institute of 
Permaculture Education for Children (IPEC), and a 10-year contributor to City Repair’s 
Village Building Convergence. He co-teaches a permaculture design course with City 
Repair co-founder Mark Lakeman and was recently featured as a TEDx presenter on the 
topic of placemaking and community resilience. 

BIOS - PRESENTERS & SPEAKERS
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Melanie Rios
Melanie Rios is an urban gardener, musician and community consultant who lives in 
Portland, Oregon. She offers workshops and coaching in sociocracy, social permaculture, 
and conflict transformation. 

Pandora Thomas
Pandora Thomas is a passionate global citizen who works as a teacher, writer, designer 
and speaker. Her writing includes a children’s book, various curricula and a manual 
entitled “Shades of Green” for individuals wanting to teach green building to youth. 
Her recent projects include facilitating social permaculture workshops, co-founding 
the Black Permaculture Network, serving as a coalition member of the Toyota Green 
Initiative, which supports African Americans in understanding the benefits of adopting 
sustainable lifestyles and co-designing, teaching with and directing Pathways to 
Resilience-a permaculture and social entrepreneur training program that works with 
men and women returning home after incarceration. When she is not working you can 
find her spending time with her beloved mother and cats or in the redwoods.

Peter McCoy
Peter is a co-founder of Radical Mycology, a grassroots organization teaching the skills for 
working with fungi for personal, societal, and ecological resilience.Fungi are the drivers 
of whole ecological webs. They are everywhere around us, filling all plants and ensuring 
healthy succession. And yet, fungi remain the most overlooked and misunderstood 
branch on the Tree of Life. In this presentation Peter will cover all the reasons that 
fungi should no longer be ignored but embraced for the many gifts they offer. Specific 
topics include fungal ecology, cultivation, cultural importance, mycopermaculture, and 
mycoremediation.

Pulxaneeks
Pulxaneeks (Pul-ha-neeks) is from the Eagle Clan of the Haisla First Nation. She 
has been facilitating in various ways for over 15 years. In her 20’s she created a life-
coaching modality and is currently working with a team in the development of a youth 
organization that will train Indigenous youth to be ambassadors for our planet. Her 
most recent development is based entirely on the unique understanding that has come 
from being exposed to both Indigenous and well as non-Indigenous cultures.

Sobey Wing
Sobey Wing is the cultural advisor for the Bloom Network formerly Evolver Network. 
He also is involved in the Cross Cultural Protocols committee of Youth Passageways, 
a youth rites of passage network as well as a board member. He is also on the board of 
Kathara Pilipino Indigenous Arts Society which is co-organizers to the 3rd International 
Babaylan Conference in September 2016. Bringing cross-cultural awareness to place 
making, social permaculture, and centering marginalized/ displaced peoples. An 
examination of making more inclusive spaces that celebrate diversity while reducing 
systemic power structures.

BIOS - PRESENTERS & SPEAKERS
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Solsara
Solsara is based on a vision that human consciousness and culture are evolving toward 
the emergence of compassion, acceptance, relationship, community, and trust as the 
basic values from which we live our lives. We believe that this evolution is essential 
for the happiness, fulfillment, and survival of ourselves and all beings with whom we 
share this living planet. We hold that this evolution begins with each of us being and 
embodying the change we want to create.

Ta’Kaiya Blaney 
Over the past 4 years, Ta’Kaiya has been an international environmental and indigenous 
rights advocate for providing better qualities of living in Indigenous First Nations 
territories, and ending the oppression, racism, and corruption indigenous people face 
from government and within their communities. As a singer she transmits a simple 
message of her story and her truth through the very relatable and human medium of 
music. She has spoken at UN meeting across the globe, including The TUNZA UN 
children and youth conference on the environment in Bandung Indonesia and the 
Rio+20 UN conference on the environment in Rio de Janeiro. 

Tao Orion
Tao Orion is the author of Beyond the War on Invasive Species: A Permaculture Approach 
to Ecosystem Restoration. Tao consults on farm and forest planning with Resilience 
Permaculture Design, LLC.

Warren Hooley
Warren Hooley is a Half Okanagan Indigenous (Native), Half Caucasian man born 
and raised in Penticton, British Columbia. Currently living in Vancouver B.C, Warren 
defines himself as an ‘Inspirational Hip-Hop artist’ and much like the classic roots of hip 
hop, Warren stays true to keeping his lyrical content based on life experience and social 
change. Fusing other genres of music with hip-hop and adding his flare of passion and 
authenticity, Warren creates music that inspires and moves people of all walks of life. 
“ It’s an incredible feeling to share the depth of my vulnerability and intense passion 
through the medium of spoken word and be accepted so warmly & excitedly”.

The Equi Institute
The Equi Institute’s mission is to empower and improve the health of the LGBTQI 
communities of the Pacific Northwest. The Equi Institute provides affordable, excellent, 
culturally specific, patient empowering health care that fits the needs of the individual 
rather than trying to make people fit a cookie-cutter model.

Q Center
Q Center provides a safe space to support and celebrate LGBTQ diversity, equity, 
visibility and community building. Q Center is a 501c3 non-profit organization which 
offers multi-generational programs and services in four core areas: Arts & Culture; 
Education & Training; Health & Wellness and Advocacy.  

BIOS - PRESENTERS & SPEAKERS
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Cosmic Rose
Positive and inspiring, dance-heavy, Reggae-influenced, acoustic groove and space-funk 
music with uplifting lyrics and melody!

Defunk
Merging modern bass music with the retro sounds of jazz, blues, disco and funk, Defunk 
has taken bass music to new heights. From up-tempo to downright dirty, he blends the 
old with the new across countless genres and tempos. From swinging saxophone solos, 
to banjo breakdowns, soul-sister vocal build ups and face melting bass drops. He aims 
to create electronic music that knows no bounds or overdone sounds. He intends to take 
music with soul and recreate it, bringing back music from the decades, filtering it, and 
blasting it back in your face. Its music that is as relevant to the bass scene as it is fresh at 
the same time.

DJ Anjali & The Incredible Kid
DJ Anjali and The Incredible Kid have spent fifteen years igniting dance floors with 
cutting edge music not limited by borders or language. They host the longest-running 
Bhangra and Bollywood party on the West Coast, co-founded the Pacific Northwest’s first 
Global Bass dance party and host two weekly radio shows on XRAY.FM and KBOO.FM. 
They are most known for incinerating dance floors with the heavy dance floor artillery 
of South Asia, but the duo scour the globe for any hard-hitting music that combines 
local music traditions with window-rattling production.

DJ Manoj
DJ Manoj arose from the dancefloor and will always be a dancer at heart. He is one 
of the pioneers in the west coast dance culture emerging circa 1991 both shaping and 
being shaped by this amazing adventure. Continually moved and changed by the power 
of music and the many transformational experiences he encounters while dancing and 
performing, he now dedicates his life to share with others the inspirations that he has 
received. Understanding and deeply rooted in the legacy of the the most formidable 
founding dj’s, that the power of dance music is unleashed through the ability to take 
dancers on a journey, he uses the contemporary technologies available with the vast 
genres of music to weave a limitless musical landscape.

Earth Guardians
Xiuhtezcatl, 16 and Itzcuauhtli, 13 are eco hip-hop artists and activists who write and 
produce music to educate their generation about the global environmental crisis and to 
inspire people of all ages to connect with their passions and move into positive, creative 
action. They have spoken and performed in the United Nations, at schools, colleges, 
conferences and music festivals worldwide.  They often perform with their three sisters, 
Isa Caress, Tonantzin and Jasmine. HBO recently produced a music video of their 
original song “Be the Change.” Their new album Generation RYSE will wake you up, 
get you on your feet, and inspire you to take action to create a better world for future 
generations.  

BIOS - PERFORMING ARTISTS
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East Forest
The music of East Forest is “a revelatory excursion in sound” (Under The Gun) that 
invites listeners to “go on a journey of self discovery” (Earmilk).  East Forest’s “blissful” 
(NPR) brand of music for old souls blends achingly emotional wordlessness, ambience, 
and contemporary classical touches with a touch of pop sensibilities and electronic 
flavors.  Originating as the solo project of Trevor Oswalt, his belief in sound healing, 
his interest and talents on the matter lead to his own TED Talk in 2015.  Oswalt’s music 
blends his life experiences as a performing pianist for a dance troupe, playing music in 
a hospice, as well as time spent with shamans in Amazonian jungle and backpacking 
throughout the mountains of the U.S. searching for answers.

Jujuba
Jujuba delivers a funky, danceable style of Nigerian Afrobeat and Juju music.  The strength 
of the eleven-piece revolves around its energetic cohesion between percussion, rhythm 
and horn sections.  Renowned for their ability to engage a wide variety of audiences, the 
band draws a dance floor full of smiling faces at every event.  Jujuba features Nojeem 
Lasisi from Igbo Ora, Oyo State, in Nigeria.  As a member of Nigerian superstar King 
Sunny Ade’s group, the African Beats, Nojeem toured the world and appears on numerous 
recordings with King Sunny, including “Seven Degrees North” and “Odu”. The joy Jujuba 
shares with its audiences encourages new material, a tighter connection and a growing 
energy from each show to the next.

Mic Crenshaw 
Chicago-born poet and emcee Michael (Mic) Crenshaw fell in love with music at a 
young age while living in Minneapolis. His teenage years were challenging as he actively 
confronted white supremacist gangs that were a growing part of the hard-core music 
scene. He eventually chose to escape the violence and moved to Portland, where he 
quickly became one of the most respected artists in the Northwest, and his community 
efforts have had both local and international impact. In addition, Mic co-founded 
GlobalFam, a non-profit (EducationWithOut Borders 501c3) project to create and 
maintain a computer center for disadvantaged youth in Burundi, Central Africa. Mic is 
Currently the Lead U.S. Organizer for the Afrikan Hiphop Caravan and tours annually 
throughout Africa with African Hip Hop collectives.

Numatik
Summit Jaffe, as Numatik, offers fresh and timelessly deep musical expressions of 
interconnected love. Nestled currently in the ancient mountains of Appalachia, Summit 
has been digging deeper and deeper into his creative outlets in a mission of self-discovery 
and unfoldment. Through his relationship to the eternal rhythms of life, his creative 
disciplines, and his global travels, Summit has opened into a deeper understanding of 
his role on Earth. Numatik is a project created to share his vision of the universe as an 
interconnected and eternal vibration, through intentionally arranged patterns of sound.

Peia
As a sacred song preserver Peia has gathered songs from traditions that span across the 
globe. She has traveled extensively and studied from the rich lineages of Medieval Chant, 
Bulgarian and Celtic Folk Music, Medicine songs from the Native peoples of North and 
South America and Indian Classical Raga. Peia’s original songwriting draws upon a deep 
well love and respect for our planet and the spirit of all life.

BIOS - PERFORMING ARTISTS
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POPgoji
POPgoji is a mash up of American pop/soul and infectious Brazilian beats. Fine tuned 
vocal harmonies, layered percussion, and unique strings pay tribute to spiritual traditions 
of the African diaspora. Recreating the community energy of a Rio-style pagode jam 
session, POPgoji packs dance floors with hot Afro-Brazilian dance rhythms and familiar 
lyrics.

Rejoice! Diaspora Dance Theater
Rejoice! Diaspora Dance Theater is an ensemble of multi dimensional dancers and 
musicians under the artistic direction of Oluyinka Akinjiola. Rejoice! looks at tradition 
through a contemporary lens bridging our vast history with our complex present. Using 
folkloric movement as a basis of communication to our immediate surroundings, 
Rejoice! weaves stories from movements and music of the past and present to navigate 
through modern day issues and current topics that are steeped through generations.

Robin Jackson 
Robin Jackson has told fantastic cabaret tales with Vagabond Opera and blasted out 
the jams with The March Fourth Marching Band and The Everyone Orchestra when 
not giving up the funk, teaching voice workshops, or belting out epic arrangements of 
rock favorites in a myriad of other projects and obsessions. He is a master of a myriad of 
instruments, from saxophone to mbira and played with everyone from Gogol Bordello 
to Amanda Palmer to The Decembrists.   Robin draws upon the moody spirit of his 
rain-soaked, Portland, OR home to create an eclectic brew of dreamy, vintage cinematic 
folk-pop in his debut album Dust Diaries

Subaqueous 
Isaac Cotec started making electronic based music in the summer of 2005  and his 
music can be found on the dance floor of transformational festivals, ecstatic dances, 
and fusion dance all over the west coast USA and the world. His unique sound invites 
dancers to be in touch with their kinetic nature. Isaac Cotec not only performs music 
for transformation festivals and fusion dances, but he is also dedicated to inspiring other 
musicians through education. 

Cheraki
Heather Christie aka Cheraki is inspired by love, nature, and humanity, Heather’s music 
bridges the soul of live music with the evolution of digital sounds. Heather’s professional 
training began at age 9 with a vocal education ranging from classical and jazz choir 
to singing competitions and Broadway shows. Her current projects include budding 
electro acoustic group feral fauna, who has played up and down the west coast festival 
circuit and has shared the stage with bands such as Rising Appalachia, Lynx, Dirtwire, 
The Human Experience, Ayla Nereo, Lila Rose, Melvin Seals, Gods Robots, and more.

BIOS - PERFORMING ARTISTS
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Silk Drop 
Silk Drop fuses delectable beats with vulnerable female vocals and live strings. The result 
is a genre-bending lush soundscape. It blends the pop aesthetic with EDM, Trap, and 
R&B. Isaac Cotec is already well known in the festival circuit with his 9 records in the 
last 5 years on electronic labels such as Merkaba Music, Critical Beats, and Street Ritual. 
Vocalist Heather Christie has recently been put on the national stage in American Idol’s 
final season, and her single ‘Tincture’ is gaining widespread recognition through top 
indieelectronic online label, Artist Intelligence Agency. The Silk Drop sound can be 
likened to Polica, Galimatius and Glass Animals. 

Yaima
YAIMA is an old word meaning “that which water runs through”, -a conduit for diverse 
musical languages. Their sound is rooted in the the rich depth of tradition through 
biological beats, folkloric storytelling and mystical melodies. They reach towards our 
compelling, technological future by weaving live instrumentation and vocals over lush 
electronic layers, seamless soundscapes, and body-blooming bass. Yaima is a confluence 
of musicians: Pepper Proud, Masaru Higasa, and Jeff Kimes from the Seattle/Cascadia 
Region.

Sara Tone
Sara Tone, a Portland local has been musically and energetically participating in the VBC 
since 2006. A strong proponent of Bioregionalism, VIVA CASCADIA, deeply inspired 
by Gaia, she finds fuel for the fire of this expression through Vigilance and Awareness of 
the state of the Earth and Land. Inspired  by her travels and tours throughout the West 
Coast, Cascadia, B.C., Minnesota, Hawaii and beyond. Sara Tone comes with Songs, 
Stories and a curious, reverent nature to help connect Community through Music and 
Ceremony to help deepen our Sacred Relationship with Land, with Gaia, with Creation, 
with Life and with Each other! 

Young Gifted Black
Y.G.B. is more than just a Party it’s a Community. We come together to get down, celebrate 
each other and honor all things YOUNG, GIFTED and BLACK. Our resident DJ Lamar 
LeRoy plays the jams while Akela Jaffi serves you body and voice. With incense in the air 
and sweat dripping onto the dance floor YGB is a party that will heal your soul and have 
you feeling yourself all at the same time.

Wildlight - See Star Theater event lineup on page 8 for Wildlight’s bio. 

Ayla Nereo - See Star Theater event lineup on page 8 for Ayla Nereo’s bio.

Sol Nectar - See Star Theater event lineup on page 8 for Sol Nectar’s bio.

The Polish Ambassador - See Crystal Ballroom event lineup on page 9 for The 
Polish Ambassador’s bio.

saQi - See Crystal Ballroom event lineup on page 9 for saQi’s bio.

BIOS - PERFORMING ARTISTS
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Airenne Buffum
After graduating late in life from the University of Oregon with the science equivalent of a liberal 
arts degree, Airenne’s work brought her to Portland where she found an amazing assortment of 
minimum wage employment opportunities. She fell in love with the area and decided to stay on, 
choosing to focus her awesome organizational skills on the local Girl Scout council, where she rules 
with an iron petty cash box. She eventually purchased a home near Rocky Butte and became active 
in her community through placemaking. She found her place in the VBC core of volunteers when 
her talent for feeding 200 people for $50 was discovered.

Alexis Thompson
Alexis Thompson is a community organizer working primarily with families and food systems. 
You can find her teaching cooking classes, organizing writing contests, and providing creative 
childcare around her hometown, Portland. Alexis has 10 years of non-traditional environmental 
education experience and believes we can shatter the myth that living healthfully and sustainably 
is unaffordable. On her 3rd year with VBC, she adds multigenerationalism and play to the village. 

Ayomide
As a native Oregonian Via the vortex of Eugene, Ayomide’s love for Mother Nature’s bountiful environment 
has been life long. This Love has been the main inspiration of her artistic expressions throughout her life. 
As a young girl she spent her time studying Raqs Sharki (belly dance) and volunteering at the W.O.W 
Hall, a local volunteer run music and event hall. For the over two decades Ayomide has been creating 
sacred spaces for people to move and play. It is a passion that she has never stopped cultivating.  Now 
living in Portland She teaches Kaleidoscope community yoga. A mandala style yoga that  focuses on 
community building through the connection of people, art and yoga. She also teaches raks sharki at 
Portland community college and Produces, facilitates and Dj’s sacred Dance event All over PDX. Ayomide 
believes that art,music and movement are tools of evolution and revolution. 

Brent Bellamy
Vibrant community, global awareness, and building positive relationships with everyone he meets 
are Brent’s passions and core to his being. He gets to share life with his beautiful wife Cassie. 
Together they enjoy outdoor adventures, trips abroad, and really exploration of any kind. When he 
isn’t working with VBC, Brent is the development and communication coordinator at Carpe Mundi. 
There he has the honor of working with low-income first generation college students who’ve learn 
about social equity, culture, and community on semester long trips abroad.

Frances Michaelson 
Frances has loved building things since she was a kid helping her dad around the house. She loves 
space and material, loves picking things up and feeling the heft and texture of them in her hands. She 
began a building company, BabaYagaBuilds; in 2012 and has been creating structure with friends 
ever since. Frances also has an unyielding passion for stories and for the wonder that comes when 
humans create together. This year she is the Natural Building Coordinator. The superhero power 
this task evokes in her life is the one of Creative Purpose, the thrill and gratitude for life that comes 
when one is doing something 100% worthwhile and fulfilling.

Kenzie Eiden
After discovering that food is a powerful force for building community, Kenzie became dedicated 
to growing food and learning how to share the abundance. She recently spent some time on a 
sustainable agriculture demonstration farm in Maui and is back in Portland honing her horticulture 
skills at a local plant nursery. After many years of involvement with the VBC, Kenzie is happy to be 
this year’s permaculture coordinator and to help bring edible, pollinator friendly, and native plants 
to Portland’s natural spaces!
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Kiki Ami
Kiki Ami is a travelers activist, bridging communities & weaving members together across borders. 
She believes every person has incredible work to do in this time and seeks to weave people together 
who have similar missions & complementary projects. With a deep appreciation for ancestral 
medicine given to her via her Obachan, she continues to study traditional medicine in her own 
way. She believes that our rivers are the deepest way to our healing. In this year she is participating 
in VBC to stir the pot of social permaculture on the programing team. en solidaridad, explorar el 
mundo sin fronteras, love.

Kirk Fatland
Kirk is studying Community Development at Portland State University and has been an intern 
with City Repair since January. He has been working on this year’s Village Building Convergence 
primarily as a liaison to some amazing placemaking sites . He is particularly interested in the balance 
of preserving existing communities in his home state of Oregon while welcoming newcomers to 
strengthen those communities. He and and his wife Nora are in the planning stages of building a 
tiny house!

Kirk Rea
Kirk has been an environmental and social justice activist since childhood, learning to pick up 
litter and to compost from his mom and to hold picket lines with his dad’s union. A Queer Person 
of Color, Kirk works in allyship with other marginalized peoples using his visual art, community 
building, and permacuture background to engage in activism and advocacy. Volunteering with City 
Repair since 2011, Kirk also spends time with Environmental Justice group, Groundwork Portland, 
co-coordinates a Queer and Trans art and music festival called Not Enough! and is a member of a 
Latino art collective called Latino Art Now!  

Leon Janssen 
Over years as a grassroots environmentalist, Leon fell in love with the emergent self organizing 
systems found in nature, and uses tools of Social Permaculture to catalyze personal and collective 
development. He believes in the transformative power of healthy human systems to make old 
paradigms obsolete through conscious evolution. Drawing from experience in audio, stage and 
event production, he is passionate about co-creating environments for dance and connection. 
Superpower: Transpersonal Netweaving

Lulu Mosman
Lulu credits City Repair for cultivating her self confidence and ability in the world. It all started with 
a PDX Permaculture Design Course in 2014-15 where she met these good folks. With gardening 
and food as a passion, friends as mutual coaches, and community networks as framework of thrive-
ability, Lulu discovered her innate love of connecting people with local food and co-creating events. 
Continuing the story, right after VBC15 Lulu found rewarding work in solar power consulting and 
is currently expanding with the local company Elemental Energy. She also teaches yoga, sings from 
her heart, and loves exploring nature and swimming in fresh water.

Marc Tobin
Marc is the Executive Director of City Repair, where he works to forward the organization’s mission 
of fostering thriving, inclusive and sustainable communities through the creative reclamation of 
public space. Marc also provides consulting services in community development, sociocracy and 
Dynamic Governance, facilitation and mediation, and ecovillage site and organizational design. He 
is also an avid guitarist and multi-instrumentalist, and is a founding member of Sol Nectar, a musical 
group that pollinates the blossoming consciousness by seducing the audience back to source.
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Mark Lakeman 
Mark is the old growth of City Repair with the roots down deep that nourish us all. He is always 
giving and nourishing the new seedlings as we all work together to break up the concrete and make 
way for what does work. He is grateful to witness the ongoing blossoming of the VBC in Portland, 
and the larger urban permaculture and place making movement as it spread across the world. His 
role in City Repair and VBC is to hold memory, keep connections strong, give council, fund raise, 
build stuff, and help steer things when asked. In VBC this year, Mark has helped with Place-Making, 
Core, Inter-City Outreach and Fund Raising, Graphics & Publicity, and Venue Building.

Matt Bibeau
Matt’s VBC adventure began in 2005 at a time when he was grappling to reconcile his love of nature 
with the need for creating access for children and communities in cities. SInce then he has worked 
to strengthen the connections between communities and schools in support of access to nature, 
healthy food and local resiliency.  Matt’s roles have included project management/coordination, 
VBC organizing core, and mentor to newer members of the team. Matt is coordinating the Jean’s 
Farm site where he serves as land steward, farmer and program director.

Moss Kane
Moss lives her life hanging out on the edges of personal and collective transformation. She comes 
with several years of dedication to community organizing, over 300 hours of practice in providing 
mediation to neighbors in conflict, and a thirst for healing and growth. She blends the elements of 
fiery activism and watery depths together in hopes of building a way of life in which people feel 
deeply connected to each other and also motivated to work for social change. This is her first year 
being involved in the VBC and is stoked to be planning the evening programming. 

Priti Shah
comes with a diverse background in permaculture, youth farm-based education and reclaiming 
traditional place-based livelihoods, Priti has worked in Hawai’i, India, and the Pacific Northwest. 
While serving City Repair, Priti is finishing up a Masters Degree in Natural Resource Management 
through Oregon State University and teaching garden education at a shelter for families overcoming 
domestic abuse. Priti is excited to help manage and build capacity within City Repair and aid the 
vision of peaceful, progressive urban development.  

Ridhi D’Cruz 
Ridhi is an intercontinental cross-pollinator, grassroots sustainability organizer and sociocultural 
anthropologist who came to Portland in 2010 from South India. Ever since, she has been working on 
the intersection between diversity and sustainability. She is a member of Portland’s Native American 
Community Advisory Council where she works in allyship with local Native American community 
organizers. This is her fifth year supporting Portland State and her third year supporting VBC 
Core. This year, Ridhi is Associate Director of City Repair and the Placemaking and Volunteer Co-
Director. She loves facilitating community empowerment and collaborative leadership.

Sam Kaufmann
Sam is finishing up his last year at Portland State. With a Bachelors of Arts in Community 
Development, he is fascinated by urban environments and how to increase social capital . By offering 
up his experience in graphic design, as well as data analysis and research, Sam hopes to positively 
impact Portland communities in need.
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Sarah Bellum 
Sarah is fascinated with our cultural relationship with trash and actively promotes zero waste by 
weaving together her passion for art, activism and adventure. Leading the Rise Above Plastics 
program for the SLO chapter of the Surfrider Foundation she developed a deeper understanding of 
our Earthly (kin)nection and the state of the Ocean. Landing in Portland last March after a 50 day 
trash faerie bike tour from California she is excited about volunteering with City Repair and going 
to the heart of the zero waste revolution, local community resilience. Zero Waste. Infinite Fun. 

Special thanks to all of our volunteers:
Left to right: Marc Tobin (Music Co-Manager, Communications Co-Director), Leon Janssen (Music Co-Manager, 
Production Manager), Brandon Davis (Nourishment Co-Coordinator), Emily Elliot (Nourishment Co-Coordinator), 
Moss Kane (Evening Programming Co-Coordinator), Kiki Ami (Evening Programming Co-Coordinator), Priti 
Shah (Evening Program Manager), Lulu Mosman (Nourishment Coordinator), Keala Young (MapJam Activity 
Coordinator), Kenzie Eiden (Permaculture Coordinator), Ridhi D’Cruz (Placemaking and Consulting Co-Director), 
Airenne Buffum (Nest Coordinator, Village Builder Coordinator).

Not Pictured
Advisors/Inspirers: Elk River, Judy Bluehorse, Steve Johnson, Pedro Ferbel Azcarate, Elliot Rasenick, Eric Steindler, 
Harriet Fasenfest, Helen Hill, and so many more.
Our Board of Directors: Ted Swagerty (Board President), Brent Bellamy (Treasurer), Eddie Hooker (Director), Jeremy 
O’Leary (Director), Kirk Rea (Vice-President), Mark Lakeman (Director), Priti Shah (Secretary), Sarah Dotlich 
(Director), and Olga Lukomsky (Board of Directors, 2014-2015).
Permaculture Team: Yula Sherpa, Lise Ferguson, Genny and Julian Dominic.
General All-Stars: Hilary Darling (Event marketing), Lukas Strong (T-Horse Co-Coordinator), Katrina Zavalney 
(T-Horse Co-Coordinator), SaraHope Smith, Nathan Dorsett, Stephanie Dougherty, Amanda Rain, all of our natural 
builders, interns, volunteers, placemakers and of course, our beloved Eugene Vibar.
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Our hearts are forever blown open by our beloved brother and community member, Eugene Vibar. 
We can still hear his whispers on the winds, telling us to love, laugh, and sew this world with seeds 
of kindness. We were blessed to share in this beautiful man’s life, his genuine heart, endless humor, 
and delicious food that fed not just the body, but also the heart and soul. You left us too soon, 
Eugene. We miss you. 
Eugene went missing late last year. Countless people searched for weeks in a tireless effort to 
find him – a testament to Eugene’s life – how he loved, accepted and encouraged us all, helped 
selflessly, played sillily, and loved everyone unconditionally. His inspiration fueled the community 
in immeasurable ways. Eugene died on November 1st, 2015. He was 33 years old.
There are times when words fail to express the fullness of what we feel. This is one of those times. 
We will forever be altered by the presence of Eugene in our hearts and in our lives. He has his 
angel wings now and is encouraging us from beyond the veil to keep going, to come together as 
community, and to remember to watch the periphery and be with those on the edge. His memory 
lives on in the hearts of all those he touched. He lives on in us. 
We love you, Eugene! Thank you for making our lives that much brighter.

• EUGENE •
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The City of Portland Bureau of Transportation is a community partner in shaping a 
livable city. We plan, build, manage and maintain an effective and safe transportation 
system that provides people and businesses access and mobility.  We keep Portland 
moving. Portland stands as a national leader in innovative transportation solutions. 
Planning and constructing solutions to meet the demands of a growing city and 
region, while maintaining our economic vitality and neighborhood character, requires 
Transportation to leverage its limited resources. Stewardship of Portland’s mobility 
and livability is our primary responsibility.

Miller Paint has been making the best paint in the Northwest since 1890. We have 50 
stores throughout Oregon and Washington. Our employee owners have the knowledge 
and experience to help you complete your project with ease. Come in to a Miller Paint 
store to find great locally-made products that are backed with exceptional customer 
service.

Communitecture - We design beautiful and sustainable places that bring people 
together in community. With an approach that explores new creative territories, we 
remain as accessible as possible. We are absolutely committed to sustainability, while 
respecting the needs and priorities of all the individuals, families, and communities 
with whom we work and play.

Hankins Hardware - Located at 1720 Southeast Hawthorne Blvd. We are your locally 
owned hardware store providing you with the expert advice and products you need 
for a great shopping experience: Electrical & Lighting Supplies, Plumbing Tools & 
Repair Parts, Hand & Power Tools, Lawn & Garden Tools and Decor and Paint Shop. 
We are proud to support the VBC and the community placemaking sites.

Portland Metro - Open spaces, waste and recycling, transit infrastructure, and so 
much more! Metro crosses city limits and county lines to work with communities 
in creating a vibrant and sustainable region for all. Through shared values of public 
service, excellence, teamwork, sustainability, innovation and respect, Metro employees 
serve the region in a variety of roles – from economists to park rangers, cartographers 
to zookeepers, and recycling specialists to theater ushers.

M Realty is powered partly by Eric Steindler, one of the main visionaries of City Repair 
since as far back as 1998 when he fed hundreds and hundreds at the Hands Around 
Portland that year. He was also an integral part of producing the Earth Day village 
Celebration until about 2006. Eric also coordinates the HOWL Halloween Party, City 
Repair’s biggest annual fund raising event. At M Realty he does an amazing job of 
bringing people and their dreams of finding an awesome place to live together, and 
everyone has a great time in the process. Call Eric to find out more.

KBOO FM - KBOO is a non-profit, listener-funded FM community radio station 
broadcasting from Portland, Oregon. The station’s mission is to serve groups in its 
listening area who are underrepresented on other local radio stations and to provide 
access to the airwaves for people who have unconventional or controversial tastes and 
points of view. It broadcasts 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and has been on the 
air since 1968.
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People’s Food Co-op is a community-owned natural foods store. We provide the best, 
most wholesome food available while building community and a sustainable local 
economy, and promoting healthy connections to our bioregion and the earth. We believe 
in safe, sustainable growing and manufacturing practices. When you shop at the co-op 
you join us in supporting local farmers, producers, craftspeople. We realize these goals 
through conscious product selection, mindful business practices, and the fulfillment of 
cooperative principles.

The ReBuilding Center, a project of Our United Villages, is a vibrant resource working 
to strengthen the environmental, economic, and social fabric of local communities. 
Founded by volunteers in 1998, The ReBuilding Center carries the region’s largest volume 
of used building and remodeling materials. It provides resources that make home repairs 
affordable to everyone, with the goal of promoting the reuse of salvaged and reclaimed 
materials.

KIND Snacks - From the healthy snacks we make to the way we work, live and give back, 
our focus is on making the world a little kinder, one snack and act at a time. One simple 
belief underpins it all: There’s more to business than just profit. This belief inspired us 
to start the KIND Movement - our mission to spread and celebrate kindness. Small act 
or big, we encourage it - from writing a thank you letter to someone who deserves it to 
volunteering with an organization you care about. Every day, our community (aka YOU!) 
brings us one step closer to our goal of making kindness a state of mind.

Coconut Bliss - Inspired by the many uses of coconut milk in other cuisines, Luna and 
Larry decided to try it as a base for ice cream. Working with a simple, hand-crank ice 
cream maker, they came up with the perfect recipe: organic coconut milk sweetened with 
agave. They began to play with unique flavor combinations, sharing their new creations 
with friends and building a dedicated following. Their vision for a great tasting dairy-
free, gluten-free ice cream, made with the highest quality organic ingredients, is our daily 
inspiration.

Eva’s Herbucha - Our company’s philosophy is to treat Mother Earth gently and with 
respect. For example, we use only recycled paper for our office and advertising materials, 
98% of our packaging materials are produced in Portland, OR and our bottles are made 
of recycled glass. Eva shows her commitment to support the health of the planet and 
the people populating it by using only the finest organic and wild harvested ingredients. 
Mt. Rose Herbs, the supplier for all the herbs and teas used in her products, has been a 
long-time leader in sustainable and responsible sourcing. The sugar used in the brewing 
process is 100% certified organic and fair trade.

Souper Natural is a soup and sauce company based in Portland, Oregon, owned by 
Heidi, a graduate of the Culinary Institute of America in Hyde Park, NY. Souper Natural 
sells soups and sauces at various Portland area farmers markets. With over 30 soups and 
counting, we use only the finest local ingredients (organic when possible), to support 
our farmers and growers. Our Philosophy is to stay true to the food and our customers. 
Integrity in our products and ourselves is what we base our business on. Traditional, vegan 
and vegetarian options are available through our line of almost all GLUTEN FREE soups.
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Bob’s Red Mill - Bob plays a fundamental role in the daily operations of the business 
and his enthusiasm and ‘honest-to-goodness’ approach are shared with every one of 
his employees. It’s this passion for providing the very best nutritional whole grains 
that has helped make us the leading name in health foods across the country. From 
the first day we opened our doors in 1978, we knew that making the best products 
possible meant doing it all ourselves. And with our state-of-the-art milling, packaging 
and distribution facility located right in Milwaukie, Oregon, we’re able to do just that. 
Bob’s Red Mill takes great pride in handling all aspects of the production process 
in-house, starting with inspecting the grain to ensure its quality, and ending with 
shipping the finished product to your door.

Dave’s Killer Bread is made from organic wheat grown in the great state of Montana 
where the short growing season gives it an added protein boost. Our company is built 
on the Dahl family legacy – a rich history of bold baking methods, strong family 
values, and seeing the good in people. We believe everyone is capable of greatness. The 
Dave’s Killer Bread Foundation was created to power Second Chance employment.  
We believe that in the long term, Second Chance employment has the power to reduce 
the negative impact of mass incarceration and recidivism in America. We provide 
programs for businesses looking to adopt or improve these practices.

Whole Grains for Every Meal of the Day®
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from the first issue of Permaculture magazine...

Since 1996, community activists in Portland, OR have 
been weaving together hundreds of urban permaculture 
initiatives to strengthen the fabric of a regenerative 
culture. Expressed through vibrant societal impacts and 
ecological projects, we call this restorative, re-integrative 
work “Placemaking” and more specifically, The City 
Repair Project.
Originally a group of neighbors, and now a non-profit, City 
Repair started when a group of Sellwood residents sparked 
local placemaking initiatives in their neighborhood. 
First, we built a meeting house inspired by indigenous 
culture. This served as a catalyst for conversations 
and synergy. Next, we decided to paint art in the most 
centralized intersection, after a child was almost run over 
by a speeding vehicle. These seemingly simple acts of local 
empowerment challenge historic land-use laws that have 
eliminated gathering places from most American cities 
and towns.  They have started a positive chain reaction 
(de)paving the way forward for over 50 communities in 
Portland and in many others cities, at both national and 
international scales.
The momentum is only growing. Back then we examined 
the basic settlement patterns of cultures across the world, 
and found that plentiful public gathering places were 
integral to healthy human and ecological communities. 
We created an “Intersection Repair” model as a first step 
towards reclaiming the urban commons by transforming 
typical street intersections into public squares. We infused 
this model with design principles inspired by village 
patterns of connection, and retrofitted them into urban 

contexts.
Intersection Repair typically involves a street intersection 
painting designed and funded by the neighbors in 
immediate proximity to the project. The giant graphic is a 
powerful symbol for its creators, and the location becomes 
the heart or village center, animated on the edges with 
interactive installations like cob benches, kiosks, little free 
libraries, and parking strip plantings for food, habitat, and 
beauty. Communities adapt and interpret this model to 
best fit their context. As people work together to create 
and then inhabit a place more fully, the cultural fabric and 
collective sense of place grows stronger.
When we embark upon this journey every year, we 
remember that the streets have served as cultural 
connectors for most of human history, before the advent 
of the automobile. We remember that we did not willingly 
give up our power to design the places where we live, 
work, and play. We reclaim our role in the urban guild to 
participate in the health of our communities and of our 
places.
In 2000, we created an annual community building 
festival called the Village Building Convergence (VBC) to 
support and catalyze the growing interest in our model. 
The result is a city-scale constructive, celebratory barn-
raising - a gigantic event with projects all across the urban 
geography that catalyzes cultural evolution across the city 
and region! Our seasonal cycle begins in mid-winter when 
communities apply for City Repair’s support and technical 
assistance to collaboratively envision and implement 
urban permaculture projects throughout the city.

How Portland is reclaiming the commons 
and setting example to other communities.
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Typically, there are around 40 placemaking projects going 
on simultaneously during the “barn raising.” There are 
innumerable kinds of projects, including many ideas you 
would never have imagined before. They include creative 
ways to be more beautiful, efficient, healthful, and are 
done in the most regenerative way that is conceivable at 
a community scale. Projects can be in both public and 
private spaces, can include ways to slow, spread, and sink 
water, or can localize energy systems, or food systems. 
They also include creating urban wildlife habitat, or how to 
use recycled and natural materials in place of industrially 
processed choices. The ideas are endless in variety and 
represent the unique voices and creative expression of the 
community.
As we ramp up for this city-wide “Permaculture Blitz,” 
we recruit and peer-mentor over a hundred volunteers 
who not only support village building within these 
decentralized sites throughout Portland, but also at a 
central venue. Adorned with nature-inspired art, this 
central venue or “VBC hearth” becomes a place to 
share food, inspiration, understanding, and celebration. 
Evening programming at VBC Hearth includes a large 
gathering hall for shared meals, presentations, panel 
discussions, musical performances, and smaller rooms 
for breakout discussions sessions, youth activities, and 
guided self-care. By providing a space for dialogue, 
celebration, and connection, VBC Hearth supports the 
daytime decentralized community installations by further 
galvanizing collective understanding and action, and 
providing a central, consistent gathering place to be in 
community.
This year’s VBC runs from Friday, June 3 to Saturday, 
June 11, 2016. We have chosen the theme “Weaving 
together: What will it take?” to tackle current urban issues 
including gentrification, community policing, disaster 
preparedness, and environmental justice. We believe that 
many of these issues stem from deeply embedded colonial 
systems and lifeways.
Arguably, the most innovative strategy that we embody and 
activate together is what we call our “self repair to culture 
repair” model. In the midst of crushing environmental, 
economic and socio-cultural disasters, the VBC enlivens 
an opportunity to weave together our visions for the 
future. This seemingly simple act of “placemaking” allows 
us to weather life’s challenges in community. Personal 
transformations involving self-care, forgiveness, and 
grieving take root and branch out into wider circles of 
community care, nurturing, and positivity. The VBC also 
helps us reclaim a cultural moment when community 
members work together in preparation for the harvest 

season. This form of time activism helps us remember a 
universal human tradition of working in concert with the 
land’s seasonal calendar.
Ha ha! Very American – which is why we need you guys!!!! 
You know your audience. A sentence like this would 
not make it into PM over here as it is. This is graduate 
intellectual permaculture, and it is not simple. It needs 
extrapolating as it is key concept – and it could be written 
in plain American in two sentence. It is a compression of 
a vital concept in terms of quality of life.
The VBC creatively subverts the time and space 
compression of our modern capitalistic paradigm to 
engender human-scale patterns of regenerative culture-
making. In other words, we are using the cultural patterns 
of our ancestors to create the society we want to live in 
today.  So, it is not grandiose for us then to claim that we 
intend our personal metamorphoses to set the stage for  a 
global transformation. The VBC bridges “self repair” and 
“culture repair” through re-building the Modern Village. 
More than an “Urban Permaculture Festival,” the VBC 
becomes a time to remember how to inhabit a place, and 
tend to it lovingly. VBC is our annual pilgrimage, returning 
home to an ancient sense of belonging, and the possibility 
of what we can leave behind for our future generations.
This year marks the 20th anniversary since we first took 
to the streets back in 1996. Since then, we have facilitated 
over 380 projects in Portland. For the last few years, we 
have been supporting over 30 community sites locally, and 
at least a dozen initiatives nationally and internationally. 
The VBC is now arguably the largest Urban Permaculture 
event, attracting over a thousand participants from around 
the world, and providing a breathtakingly inspiring 
glimpse into the power of collective action and city-wide 
permaculture installations. Other communities around 
the world are following suite, and so can yours.
The village heart is everywhere. Join us in Portland as we 
weave our stories together, one intersection at a time.

Co-authors: 
Mark Lakeman, Kirk Rea, 

Priti Shah and Ridhi D’Cruz
To learn more about Placemaking in your 

community, “The Placemaking Guide Book” is available 
at www.cityrepair.org. Mark Lakeman and his team tour 

North America regularly, helping other communities 
gain the lessons learned from the Village Building 

Convergences and City Repair. To find out more 
about how to bring a team down to Repair Your City, 

please email info@cityrepair.org
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